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by Tony Guast!~i 

•. v= • The prattle--oi Ha~l~m sidewalk games takes a 
·;, -_-,~- ' __ - . ,'Child sweetly through early days. Abruptly, the word 

,~-...: - "nigger" enters the life, - becoming the child's 
: .. ~ , :Strongest memory of a Baltimore day other-Wise filled 

with smiles. ' r ·• .:-~I~ 
And still I Rise, sings the composite child of dozens 

·- '_of black writers. Maya Angelou has scripted a quin 
- tessential black experience from a rich survey of song 

..?" - and speech. Love, work and Religion, depicted through - 
black writers' works from the Civil War on.Ttemper 

. .__ 'arid perplex'. through all of the ironies . a· full life in 
. America· can suggest. '· , :-, •, ~ 

, . The oakland Ensemble Theatre, 660 13th Street, is 
-presenting And·Stil! I Rise, created and directed by the 

_ author'of I Know Why the Caged Hird Sings, through 
, . August 29. There are ten'compositions in the musical 
. recitation by· Maya -Angelou, ~-v nearby Sonoma 
' resident. ~ - -~- '- - - - - . - . 

_. · · · An exuberant· cast' of 26 (with some whites) 
' overwhelms the small theatre, making abundant use of 
· a softly stark set of shadows and portals. With ser 

•. - , pentine ·grace they recompose Maya's "Harlem - 
. · ~-;,. Hopscotch" --,--.-_ '-'Cross--the line, They count you out.. .. 
·. -. · .' - That's what+hopping's all about,". into· Langston - - 

-· -:--~-Hughes' "Merry-go-Round" - '' · .---. ain't no back 
- · .-;- ·-;-:;.-~To a merry-go-round, Where's the horse, For a kid · 

~ · ..'..that's blacls'?'\_, :~~-· -·· .. _ .:: .. ·: -: . ., _, .. :.. _, .r;;· 
- . . Close changes such - as this aid the continuity. - 

Effective , staging enacts _ .Sterling _A. Brown's 
~·southern Road" through ·the stiff symmetry of 

.swinging muscles; This poem-work song jiimps to life 
with rhythmic chain 'gang chants. . . - ..t" 

The high spirits of this production seem tQ spring 
from a. good smattering of improvisation. The musical 
'notes were sung to the cast rather than written. The - _ Sonoma author Maya Angelou created and directed the Oakland Enscmhle Tlwatrc 11roductio11 !Ind Still I l\is1' lrnm 

-~ • camaraderie of this sharing is ~portant and the cast ~ ' a rich survey of song and spt>t>ch. . - - . . 
has a good range (if yoices that can chant, recite, shout 
and lullaby. Only now and then is the diction weak, but -, Jines such as " . one purple bruised soul pawned in 

·,_r. ·.never in song.~'- __ ·; . - - exchangeforoblivion,alllwantedwasyourlove." 
~ - ,. _. The imaginative life. whidt has been assembled ..._ Similarly modern, but lighter-hearted, the woman 

_ _ ·\· ' consists of five_stages: -Childhood,'Youth, Love,· Work, in Nikki Giovanni's "Seduction" tells a rapping lover 
:-~ ~ , Religion and The Old Souls. There are about nine or ten to more or less drop his politics to the floor and as he is 
· • • _; works for each section. · · · .. · swept away he says, "But, Nikki, isn't this counter- 

. . Debbie Newsom,: Fran Jackson and· Gerieva - revolution'?" - 
Baskerville capture Paul Laurence Dunbar's beautiful · - The Youth section pushes hardest towards 

- .. ; . sounds of a parent'sadoririg baby-talk in Negro dialect message, at times almost scolding. Along with her 
· •--'.'_• with "L_ittle Brown .Baby·._''-,Ron Stacke_r ',{'hompson,· · ·~_Letter to an Aspiring Junkie" Angelou includes her 
· ;: _,also co-director, gives- a- good reading of ·Angelou's· , .. poem "The Pusher." Two works in this section by 

, ' ,,.· · "Letter to an Aspiring Junkie," and Dunbar-',s ·~An- · .. <'.: .... (}wendolyn Brooks, "As Seen by Disciplines" and 
,_ . ~- '·.~ Jebellum Sermon,"· in _which 'he is· a slave preacher· ·-:--·:~-,·_"The Leaders" are about Chicago's Blackstone 
. , •, ·_. , encouraging rebellion, but slyly warning the people to ·; '-, ·::Rangers, a notorious youth gang. Brooks seems to 

· · _ ~""· keep cooly-countenanced. ~·Only talkin'_ 'bout freedom · , .'question what their impact as folk heroes does to the 
in a bibleistic way," .he says. - ' · · . ·images of Martin Luther-King, Malcolm X or H. Rap 

· ... , ' · .. ·, - ~: ·_ . Brown. "Bungled trophies. Their country is a nation on 
In contrast to lhe 'dialect flavor of Dunbar is Marie ·_ no map." - 

Evans' "To Mother and Steve," harshly aesthetic with Also in the Youth section is the title song "Still I 
- - ' - ' \, 

Rise," and a nice tune encouraging introspection and 
kin<lness, "Take Time Out," both by Angelou. A fine 
rhythmic accompaniment is provided by Hoy An 
ctrews on guitar and Charles Boles on bass guitar. 

There is woven into the last section of this variety 
production a strand of bitterness for old age placed , 
over misfortune, and a string of relief, carried over ' 
frorri the Religion set, that this life is almost over. The 
Old Ones begins with Dunbar's "We Wear the Mask" 
presenting the shame of "this debt we pay to human 
guile." Troy Cobb places the creation to. rest with ' 
Hughes' "Sylvester's Dyin' Bed." 

Sweet Papa 'Vester finds he is dying and as he 
reaches out to hug all of his girlfriends, "the Lawd put 
out the light." The stage closes along with Hughes' 
verse, "Then everything was darkness, In a 
great ... 'big .. night." · - 

For ticket information concerning And Still I Rise,· 
call (415) 832-8030. 
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